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PURPOSE
The imagery of a business person in a suit signifies success, importance, and wealth.
Tailored threads, shined shoes, and a briefcase of important documents to be transported
to a fellow professional working in a high-rise building equated to “business”. The
important realization here is that the majority of these images shown through media
biases are of White men and the complex nature of how our society promotes this imagery
despite the knowledge of historic transgressions against specifically Black and Indigenous
individuals. Fast forward to 2021, and these systemic racial injustices are still present and
impact Black business owners who desire to secure capital, access economic education,
and build business connections.
The truth for Black business owners is that financial barriers exist due to discrimination.
This paper will address a few innovative initiatives towards the intentional empowerment
of Black businesses in Arizona. The objective of this paper is to acknowledge Arizona Black
business history and identify current strategies that are built to empower
Black founders, entrepreneurs, and business owners.
Ashley La Russa
Blax Friday
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Black Entrepreneurship in Arizona:
Building, Connecting, and Giving
Matthew C. Whitaker, Ph.D
Arizona is the 6th largest and the 14th

was born into enslavement in Virginia

most populous of the 50 states.

in 1798, moved west, traded furs,

Phoenix, the state’s capitol, is the 5th

operated a general store, and a ranch,

largest metropolitan area in America.

against overwhelming odds.

As I wrote almost 25 years ago,
Phoenix and Tucson have developed

Benjamin McClendon walked from

popular reputations as “desert oases,”

North Carolina to what is now Arizona

having risen from ancient Indigenous

in 1847. Once he arrived, he did many

settlements, “bursting with social,

things, including operating a farm.

economic, and political opportunity.”

Mary Green arrived in Phoenix in 1868,

Although Phoenix and Tucson have

and after completing a stint as a

been “marketed as middle-class, White

domestic worker, she “sold wares” in

desert mecca[s], there have always

downtown Phoenix near what is now

been, despite their small numbers,

Talking Stick Arena, making her the

[Black entrepreneurs], which

first Black businesswoman in the

contributed greatly to the economic

“Valley of the Sun.” Green’s

development of the state.”

granddaughter, Helen K. Mason,
founded the Arizona Black Theatre

This harrowing and dynamic history

Troup.

began with peddling and trading
among free Black men and women,

Elizabeth Hudson Smith moved to

Indigenous peoples, and White

Wickenburg in 1897, and quickly

colonizers, farmers, ranchers,

became the wealthiest Black woman

prospectors, saloon keepers and hotels

in the Territory, by securing and

owners. Estebanico de Dorantez

operating a restaurant, hotel, ranch,

blazed this trail in the 16th century as

and goldmine.

a guide and interpreter in what is now
Arizona. James P. Beckwourth, who

BLACK ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ARIZONA
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Dees family near Yuma, made their

contributed to the collapse of an

mark, while routinely taking home the

already vulnerable Black economic

Arizona State Fair ribbon for the

infrastructure. These dubious,

state’s finest bull, and William P.

discriminatory, and inequitable beliefs

Crump and Richard Rosser worked

and practices persisted throughout

various jobs until they saved enough

the 20th century and endures in 2021.

money to become successful
landowners and investors.

Clarence McAllister, President and
CEO of the Phoenix-based Fortis

The twentieth century made way for a

Networks Inc., an engineering,

variety of Black Arizona business

construction and technology firm, told

owners—restaurateurs, grocers, hotel

Cronkite News that “it took him 16

operators, florists, dentists, physicians,

years to grow his company.” “He and

morticians, realtors, nightclub owners,

his wife,” he revealed, “had to use

and architects. Black people, however,

personal credit cards to start the

were segregated and their financial

business because they couldn’t get a

independence was undermined by

loan.” McAllister reported that “even

White supremacy. African Americans

now, he has to go out of state for

were rebuked by banks, hounded by

contracts.” By 2014, Cronkite News

politicians and police, and barred from

reported, “Arizona lags when it comes

making inroads into markets beyond

to Black business owners. African

their communities. How did Black

Americans made up about 5 percent

businesses survive? They did so in

of Arizona’s population, but Black-

direct relation to the level of support

owned businesses [scattered about

that they received from Black people.

the state] accounted for just 2 percent
of the total number of firms. In

The civil rights movement and

comparison, about 7 percent of

desegregation brought hope for

business owners were Black

broader economic opportunities for

nationwide.”

Black entrepreneurs, but the struggle
continued. White people benefited

Banks and lenders want good credit,

more from desegregation than Black

collateral, and references, and for a

people. The latter, when given the

people still grappling with the socio-

opportunity, took their limited

economic legacy of 246 years of

resources outside of Black

enslavement, 100 years of Jim Crow

communities. The former did not

segregation, 60 years of the “New Jim

reciprocate. This dynamic, coupled

Crow,” institutional racism, and the

with virtually no access to capital, and

virulent reemergence of naked White

stereotypes about the inferiority of

supremacy, including the world of

Black products and services,

business and finance, launching and

BLACK ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ARIZONA
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growing Black businesses can be

In other words, if you want to make

debilitatingly daunting. These

money, you have to help someone else

obstacles, however, have been and can

make money."

be overcome. McAllister is a reflection
of this possibility, as are other Arizona

Dr. Matthew C. Whitaker is a

Black business success stories, such as

decorated historian, diversity, equity,

LoLo’s Chicken and Waffles in Phoenix,

and inclusion specialist, author, and

Scottsdale and Gilbert. “I see

community engagement leader, is the

expansion here in Black business,” said

Founder and CEO of Diamond

owner Larry White, who’s grandmother

Strategies, LLC, Co-Chairman of Board

opened Mrs. White’s Golden Rule Café

of the Stono Institute for Freedom,

in Phoenix 60 years ago. “Arizona is a

Justice and Security in Orlando,

wonderful spot for African Americans

Florida, and the Founder of the Center

to open a business. It’s [in the] Sun

for the Study of Race and Democracy

Belt.”

at Arizona State University.

Black-owned law offices, consulting
firms, mental and behavioral
healthcare providers, staffing services,
event planners, photographers, and
coffee shops, are growing in number
and advancing. History is instructive,
and it tells us that anything is possible,

We must make our
own way at the end
of the day, but we
must do it together.

especially when Black people trust
each other, consolidate their
resources, patronize their
establishments, secure their services,
and use whatever connections they
have with other communities, to
generate opportunities for knowledge
acquisition, collaboration, and growth.
One thing is certain, opportunities are
often made, not inherited. We must
make our own way at the end of the
day, but we must do it together. For as
Russell Simmons opined “If you wake
up deciding what you want to give
versus what you're going to get, you
become a more successful person.

BLACK ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ARIZONA
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Working Collectively
in Order to Survive
Khailill Knight-Papaioannou
In this day of the Black person, it’s

although we built this country

always been about survival. We wake

throughout our enslavement and

up with the desire just to get by and

today, throughout our oppression.

survive based on the everyday systems

Furthermore, learn the history of how

that make that difficult, day in and day

our people have been treated based

out. We’ve been unjustly dealt a

on how this country was designed and

terrible hand from the moment we’ve

learn the in-depth-ness of such issues

stepped on the land of this country

that still affect us today.

and everything that exists and is
created today is rooted in the days of

Moving forward, if you’ve gotten past

slavery. Slavery is rooted in

the initial paragraphs and you know

colonization and imperialism, which

everything that I’m referring to,

ultimately upholds the need for power

Welcome! I advise anyone reading this

and racial-capitalism. Secondly, I say

to study African and Black history and

this because the miseducation of our

learn about the people who fought for

people is the tool of the oppressor.

us before we were even conceived.

You’re probably thinking “why does

With this information at hand, here

any of this information matter to Black

comes the solution: WE ALL NEED TO

owned businesses?”. To me and many

WORK TOGETHER COLLECTIVELY.

others, it matters because it’s largely
affected the landscape of Black owned

We need to work together with one

businesses.

another. The dollars we spend need to
stay within the Black community for

In America, capitalism ultimately does

every step of the way. What I’m saying

not benefit us. It’s largely built on our

is difficult because we don’t own every

oppression. That’s why we don’t have

step of the way (i.e. Grocery stores)

many Black owned businesses, let

and our dollars for investment into our

alone many Black owned entities

WORKING COLLECTIVELY

community may not reach others.
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Instead of going to the grocery store,

with people that live near you. Trust

work with Black-led local food security

can be very thin for a lot of reasons

programs such as Drinking Gourd

because we’re pitted against one

Farms in Phoenix, Arizona. Utilize local

another everyday. It’s a constant

meat markets and buy meat with

struggle to do what I’m proposing, but

other businesses in bulk so you get

it’s all the more worth it at the end of

more product for your dollar. Create a

the day if we are able to help one

local coalition with other businesses

another survive. Love is survival. We

surrounding you and create ways to

deserve love from one another

help one another. There are local

because no one else is going to love us

coalitions but not all of them are

like we love us.

actively working together to change
the current landscape in which we are

Khailill Knight - Papaiannou is a

surviving.

Creative Design Entrepreneur.
KPMADMAN is a Design-Thinking

The ultimate goal is not to gain the

based Marketing company that helps

most money because money is not real

Artists, Brands, Experiences and

and is printed everyday. The goal to

Spaces Design and Market better

utilize the money within our

utilizing the Design-Thinking Process

community in the most effective way.

and the four P’s of Marketing.

We must design new ways to work
together and create new alternative
solutions that brings us together
because this society is constantly
working to separate us more than we
already are.
In conclusion, I’ve written this because
it’s about the success and overall well-

Love is survival.

being of our people. We are working
within the systems that we’ve been
born in and brought into but it’s not
the only option that we have if WE
WORK COLLECTIVELY TOGETHER. That
doesn’t mean just working with your
homies or your family but working

WORKING COLLECTIVELY
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The State of Black Arizona
Teniqua Broughton, M. Ed
The State of Black Arizona (SBAZ)

collaborations that support the

continues to blossom with new

growth and sustainability of SBAZ’s

initiatives, collaborations and

future.

relationships as a developing
nonprofit. We believe strong

We celebrated the 10th anniversary of

meaningful interactions with people,

our African American Leadership

place and community are critical to

Institute with our inaugural Black

strengthening our sustainability and

Leadership web series. The Black

mission. We entered 2020, excited

Leadership Series was designed to

about our initiatives and outcomes

explore, discuss and develop solutions

from the previous year. More pointed,

for building, maintaining, and

the release of Volume V publication,

supporting Black leadership among

new programming approach for

ourselves and our allies in our state

LeaderSHIFT: A Strategic Conversation,

and beyond. Our hope in the new year

and the 10th anniversary of African

is to celebrate our uniqueness as

American Leadership Institute (AALI).

human beings; while seeking to
eliminate racism, recognizing our

That excitement was met with great

country’s history and truly journey

consternation as we learned that

towards equity for all.

COVID-19, a global pandemic was
impacting our community, our state,

Our new year focus is to build upon

our country and our world. The

our current successes with new and

pandemic required us to pivot with

current partnerships and

purpose. We had to rally around one

collaborations. We will release our first

another as a community, we had to

State of Black Business Community

exercise creativity, and execute with

Report and State of Black Women &

innovation. This mindset allowed us to

Girls in Arizona Report. Additionally,

secure much needed and necessary

we will expand our African American

THE STATE OF BLACK ARIZONA
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Leadership Institute programming to
Southern Arizona in partnership with
the Community Foundation of
Southern Arizona and its African
American Legacy Fund in the Fall 2021.
Since our inception in 2009, SBAZ has
been committed to facilitating
important conversations that address
our community’s needs throughout
Arizona. We will continue to diligently
create a platform for data,
demographics and research to
educate and inform the community on
the status of African Americans. The

We will continue to
diligently create a
platform for data,
demographics and
research to educate and
inform the community
on the status of African
Americans.

data is intended to help community
leaders and organizations on effective
action planning and decision making
related to the issues and concerns that
impact us the most. As a result of
these actions, we hope to encourage a
more concerted effort by these
representatives to provide solutions
that improve the lives of all Arizonans.

Teniqua Broughton, M. Ed is the
Executive Director of the State of
Black Arizona, has proven efficacy in
enhancing systems, educating
communities, and equipping citizens
of Arizona. She is passionate about
using data to advance the
organization’s mission by compelling
both leadership and the grassroot
community to create solutions that
benefit the lives of others.

THE STATE OF BLACK ARIZONA
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An Active Approach
to Capital Access:
Community Managed Lending
Danny Knee
Capital access remains the most

innovation, and wealth which benefits

important factor limiting the

our society. The lack of economic

establishment, expansion and growth

“parity” as it is called in the research

of minority owned businesses. Our

between non-minority and minority

capital access systems and

business ownership is estimated to

institutions, including the

cost the U.S. economy over $2.5 trillion

government’s own efforts via the

in gross annual revenues and 16.1

Small Business Administration (SBA),

million jobs. It is also estimated to cost

have placed a greater burden on

the U.S. between 4% and 6% in terms

minority entrepreneurs than their non-

of GDP. (McKinsey & Company)

minority counterparts. Proof of this
burden is seen in the enormous gap

Traditional financial institutions, even

between minority owned businesses

without intent, de facto disadvantage

(15% of all private firms) and non-

those with fewer resources, equity,

minority owned ones relative to the

and wealth using purportedly

percentage of the population that is

colorblind data and qualifications. On

minority (37%) and non-minority.

their face, credit scores and evaluation

Specifically, Black people account for

of assets and income may be

13% of the U.S. population, yet they

objective, but outcomes show clear

own just two percent of U.S.

favor toward those with more wealth

businesses with employees.

which is also correlated with being
non-minority.

Beyond moral questions of equity,
these uneven outcomes come at a

How big is this issue? Consider the

steep price to our local, regional, and

following data: (McKinsey & Company)

national economies. It limits
opportunities for a more competitive

Black entrepreneurs were nearly

marketplace that generates jobs,

twice as likely to start their
businesses with less than $10,000.

AN ACTIVE APPROACH TO CAPITAL ACCESS
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Black entrepreneurs were twice as

or creative approaches to increase

likely to receive less than the full

equitable access. For context, one of

amount of a loan requested

the most powerful pieces of financial

compared with White applicants.

reform legislation ever, the

(McKinsey & Company)

Community Reinvestment Act, proves
that they are not. Without recognition

Black entrepreneurs are nearly

of the unequal opportunities and

three times more likely than White

outcomes generated by our financial

entrepreneurs to have business

system and new efforts to increase

growth and profitability negatively

equity within the system, the status

impacted by a lack of financial

quo will remain – as will the financial

capital. (U.S Chamber of

and social costs of economic

Commerce)

inequality.

Black owned businesses received

POTENTIAL SOLUTION

just 2.5% of the $152 billion that the

The inspiration for a solution comes

SBA issued through the SBA’s two

reading about the Boston Ujima

main lending programs aimed at

Project and my personal interactions

small businesses from 2014

with two organizations committed to

through 2019. (Scientific American)

democratizing capital, Common
Future (formerly Balle) and Transform

Over 85% of entrepreneurs start their

Finance. Our iteration of a community

businesses with savings (including

managed loan fund is rooted in

tapping into the equity of assets such

concepts of shifting power and

as a home) or from funding from

shifting capital.

friends or family. This puts those
without savings, wealth, or friends and

As stated by Common Future,

families with wealth at a huge

“institutions that seek to ‘empower’

disadvantage for starting businesses.

individuals or communities cannot do

According to the 2019 Survey of

so by keeping a firm grip on their own

Consumer Finances, the median White

power.” One means to shifting power

household’s wealth in the U.S. is eight

is to change the decision makers. The

times that of the median Black family

easiest mechanism to change who

and five times that of the median

makes decisions is to give up that

Hispanic family.

decision making oneself. Our reason
for doing so specially is to shift

We cannot afford to act as if the

decision making about where

economy and the financial system that

(geographically), to whom

supports it are so vast and ethereal as

(communities of color underserved by

to be untouchable by policy changes

AN ACTIVE APPROACH TO CAPITAL ACCESS
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financial institutions and systems),

Build community knowledge of

and under what circumstances

traditional lending practices (and

(measures of risk) that capital flows.

their shortcomings when it comes

The purpose of this approach is as

to equity) through hands-on

follows:

training by rotating loan
committee members relatively
frequently.

To challenge the current system of
loan underwriting whose outcomes
disadvantage BIPOC and/or those

Prove alternative underwriting

lacking assets or wealth by

approaches result in greater

experimenting with different sets

fairness in capital access vis-à-vis

of objective, consistent criteria, and

acceptable, competitive, or

requirements.

superior default rates relative to
traditional underwriting.

To shift the decision making for
loan approval into the hands of the

Prove the effectiveness of access to

populations who will benefit from

capital to support social mobility of

the capital. In this case we are

BIPOC entrepreneurs by tracking

shifting loan approval into the

business growth and success as

hands of communities of color.

well as individual income and
revenue.

Build a cadre of community
experts that both understand the

Danny Knee is the Executive Director

data collected, analyzed, and used

of Community Investment Corporation

in the underwriting process as well

and has two decades of experience in

as alternatives that can be used to

the public and non-profit sectors with

make capital access more

14 years in executive management.

equitable.
These are first small steps toward
reimagining not only who has access

Our iteration of a
community managed
loan fund is rooted in
concepts of shifting
power and shifting
capital.

to capital, but who controls capital
and how capital flows.
DESIRED OUTCOMES
Our Community Managed Loan Fund
pilot will support and amplify the
ongoing reckoning of the current
system’s inequality. Specific outcomes
include:

AN ACTIVE APPROACH TO CAPITAL ACCESS
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We Rise:
Business Accelerator
Carmen Attikossie
Local First Arizona (LFA) is a nonprofit

The selection committee met over the

organization that supports

span of a month and a half to review

independent, locally owned

the applications and interview 57

businesses to ensure they thrive in the

candidates. For the next 6 months, the

Arizona economy. LFA raises

We Rise cohort will learn the basics of

awareness about the social injustices

entrepreneurship and grow their

and obstacles that often prevent

financial literacy in partnership with

independently-owned businesses from

Forward Motion, a nonprofit

succeeding in Arizona. For these

organization in Arizona working to

reasons, LFA recognized the disparities

help Black families develop financial

and barriers Black Americans face in

literacy skills.

becoming businesses owners, such as
the lack of access to capital or strong

The We Rise business accelerator

financial literacy. To address some of

program will operate on a bi-weekly

these inequalities, LFA launched a

basis where the business owners will

startup business accelerator tailored

meet as a class on Wednesday nights

to Black entrepreneurs in the state of

from 5PM to 7 PM. Participants will

Arizona called "We Rise".

receive classroom instruction from
Black entrepreneurs with first hand

The We Rise program is in its infancy

experience and expertise in the topics

stage as the program began in January

being taught. At the end of each

2021 with an inaugural cohort of 14

classroom session, participants will be

local Black-owned businesses. These

given assignments to complete on

businesses were selected by the We

their own.

Rise Candidate Selection Committee, a
group of Black professionals in Arizona

The We Rise curriculum consists of 26

with seasoned experience as business

weeks of content that has been

owners and entrepreneurs.

designed into 14 modules.

WE RISE: BUSINESS ACCELERATOR
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These modules encompass five vital

and relationship building. For these

components of entrepreneurship and

reasons, the We Rise program has

one customized module tailored

recruited seasoned Black

towards the Black community’s

entrepreneurs and business

experience in business. The We Rise

professionals from various industries

program believes in creating a safe

in Arizona to the mentor participants

space for participants to dialogue

in the program. The We Rise

about the realities of operating a

mentorship program has been

business in America as Black

designed for mentees and mentors to

Americans. We hope that this module

meet twice a month to work on the

will lead to the co-creation of

growth and development of the

resources and outlets to support Black

mentee as an entrepreneur and as a

business owners in Arizona. Through

Black business owner. Mentees and

this module we also hope to

mentors will commit a maximum of 2

encourage collaboration amongst

to 3 hours a month to meet and work

Black business owners with the goal of

together for the 6 month duration of

keeping more dollars circulating in the

the We Rise program. We hope that by

Black community.

the end of the program, business
owners walk away feeling confident

One of the barriers to entry that many

and prepared to propel their business

Black entrepreneurs struggle with

to a level where they are successful

when it comes to launching or

and sustainable. We hope to measure

growing their business is a lack of

participants' growth and success

access to capital. The We Rise program

through the progress and strides they

recognizes this challenge and has

make with their business. In addition

created a matching initiative to

to this, we hope to make the We Rise

support the business owners. The

program available twice a year and be

program is encouraging participants

a force of good and a catalyst for

to save $1,000. If by the end of the

closing the wealth and disparity gaps

program, they are successful in doing

prevalent in Black communities.

this, they will receive an additional
$1,000. To help facilitate this process, a

Carmen Attikossie is the Small

partnership has been established with

Business Development Manager for

BrightFi, a digital banking startup with

Local First Arizona and leads the We

the goal of making banking innovative,

Rise Business Accelerator, a program

accessible, and affordable.

that she has designed for Black owned
businesses in Arizona.

Furthermore, a vital component of
assisting Black owned businesses in
becoming successful is mentorship

WE RISE: BUSINESS ACCELERATOR
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The Art of Hustle
Crys Waddell
To refer to something as the “art of“ is

CEO/ Founder, Oye Waddell formed

to say that it is done in a particular

the organization from the premise

skill with excellence. “Hustle” is

that there is a tremendous amount of

defined as busy movement and

talent in our communities. A canvas

activity, to work rapidly or

waiting to transform into something

energetically.

beautiful. He looked around and saw
that the city was definitely doing

There is beauty in helping people

business. Prisons were becoming

create change. It is like a plain white

crowded because of criminal activity

canvas being transformed as strokes of

that consisted of people trying to

color begin to touch the blank canvas.

create income for their family and

Hustle PHX is in the business of

themselves. He saw that the prison

creating change. It is an organization

population had grown more than

whose mission is to help the

500% in the last 40 years, mostly

underserved, under-resourced areas of

because of economic crimes. Waddell

Arizona by empowering women/men

desiried to funnel those hustlers to

of color with intellectual, social, and

legitimate businesses that would help

financial capital to start a business

people instead of hurting them. He

that serves God and their neighbor. It

discovered there was a strong need for

was appropriately named “Hustle” PHX

guidance and stewardship in order to

because it was a familiar term

help create change and rebuild. Hustle

understood by the people being

PHX is determined to tap into people’s

served. The community doesn’t always

passion and dreams and help create

have a clear understanding of business

strong healthy businesses.

but the concept of hustling is
understood.

Often business incubators solely focus
on providing education as their main
component in helping

THE ART OF HUSTLE
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entrepreneurs start businesses. Hustle

Hustle PHX discovered how essential it

PHX calls that education “intellectual

was to invest and provide funding to

capital”. Education is key and lays a

these entrepreneurs. Hustle PHX

strong foundation but knowing “why”

provides micro-loans not based on

is only the beginning. Hustle PHX’s

credit or assets, but based on

specially tailored curriculum of real

relationships over time. People in

stories about entrepreneurs and their

these communities are often denied

relatable business journeys has been

access to capital. Access to capital

instrumental to the growth of local

gives businesses the opportunity to

hustlers. It is essential to create a

invest in their own business. It

space to encourage and inspire. Hustle

provides the business owner a path to

PHX believes in the restoration of

move forward and grow while learning

marginalized communities through

to become economically self-sufficient

business ownership. The Restorative

and use their gifts to be a blessing to

Hustler Canvas carefully walks

themselves and others. Financial

entrepreneurs through every aspect of

support is imperative when trying to

their business. It positions the

sustain and grow businesses. This

entrepreneur to be fully

approach is called “financial capital.”

knowledgeable about their business
and direction towards growth.

When entrepreneurs complete Hustle
PHX's 12-week 101 class (ideation

Hustle PHX found that solely providing

phase), 18-week 202 class (validation

intellectual capital to entrepreneurs

phase), and year long 303 class

was not sustainable. Although

(execution phase), they have already

knowledge is power, connecting with

had several mentors walk alongside

the entrepreneurs by speaking a

them. In the 303 class they are paired

language that they could understand

with mentors in the fields of sales,

was equally as important. Printing

marketing, finance, operations, and

messages like “If you have a hustle,

legal. This two year progress through

come hustle with us” on flyers was

our curriculum creates successful

clear and really drew entrepreneurs in.

businesses and confident

Hustle PHX believes that the

entrepreneurs.

difference between wealth and
poverty is relationships. It was

Since its humble beginnings Hustle

important to ensure that underserved

PHX has matured substantially. In

entrepreneurs also are connected to

2013, the program began with six guys,

people who were excited and willing

a classroom downtown, and a

to walk alongside them and give them

business curriculum. The organization

business mentorship. Hustle PHX calls

has since served over 300

this connection “social capital”.

marginalized inner-
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city entrepreneurs, has a strong staff of
seven dedicated Hustle PHX Team
members and an extraordinary,
carefully vetted network of more than
250 volunteers. The organization takes
pride in developing city-based
partnerships to help grow their
nonprofit. Hustle PHX is funded
through charitable donations, support
from foundations, a small fee-based
income for some of their services, and
tax credits. The organization also
receives financial support from local
churches and banks.
Hustle PHX plans to grow their
enterprise to have a Hustle branch in
every major city in the U.S. That means
restoration being brought to

If you have a
hustle, come
hustle with us.

entrepreneurs, families, and
communities throughout the country
through the creation of businesses.
There is beauty in helping people
create change. Hustle PHX is all about
creating change as entrepreneurs
transform their blank canvasses with
strokes of color into businesses that
glorify God.

Crys Waddell is the Creative Strategist
& Chief Operating Officer for Hustle
PHX. She has a remarkable history of
surpassing ambitious goals and
delivering creative strategies that are
innovative in leading the culture of
Hustle PHX as a whole.
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Community-Backed:
New Model of Micro-Loans
in Tucson
Lesli Pintor
Small business owners face challenges

their businesses. Even before COVID,

accessing capital, and those

42% of small businesses were unable

challenges are even more pronounced

to get financing. Businesses with less

for Black owned businesses. This has

than 20 employees, startups, and

been the case for decades and is even

those owned by women and people of

more evident since COVID-19. But a

color have particular difficulties

community’s economic well-being

getting financing. Black-owned

and social fabric rely on locally-owned

businesses face greater credit

businesses, so their challenges

constraints and are less likely to

obtaining financing are a concern for a

obtain loans than other businesses

community’s overall economic health.

with similar credit profiles and
business characteristics.

Our economy’s strength is tied to
small businesses’ ability to access

The Federal Reserve Bank reports that
over the last five years:

credit. Every $1 lent to small
businesses generates $3.79 in gross

19% of companies were looking for
$25,000 or less in funding.

output in their communities. Large
public corporations may dominate
business news cycles, but small

88% of small businesses relied on an
owner’s personal credit score to
obtain financing.

businesses generate 51% of U.S. GDP.
Yet, 27% of businesses claim they can’t
get needed funding. And businesses
owned by people of color are three

56% relied on personal savings,
friends, or family for funding.

times more likely to be rejected for a
loan.

27% of non-hispanic Black owned
businesses relied on online lenders.

Small businesses (55% have 1-4
employees) are challenged when it

32% of online lender applicants were
denied by other lenders.

comes to obtaining capital to grow
COMMUNITY-BACKED LOANS
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But many lenders don’t offer small

Yet 20% of small business loans are

loans and often lose money making

denied for lack of business credit.

small loans because they are

Compared to White business owners,

expensive to manage. In 1995, small-

Black business owners are more likely

business loans were nearly half of all

to be denied credit and pay higher

bank loans but that percentage has

interest rates on business credit, even

been declining since. Online lenders,

after considering credit history,

with their easy applications and quick

wealth, and credit score.

responses, are a more popular source
of small business capital. In fact, from

Black business owners are nearly three

2015 to 2017, online business lending

times more likely to avoid applying for

increased 50% to nearly $4 billion.

needed credit because they fear being

About 24% of those borrowers had less

denied, relying more heavily on owner

than $100,000 in sales and 29%

financing and less on outside sources

borrowed less than $10,000. However,

like banks. Black business owners also

online lenders charge high rates

struggle to build wealth because they

(which usually aren’t explicitly stated),

often lack generational wealth; few in

ranging between 13% and 71% (or

previous generations were able to

higher), reducing a business’ ability to

build wealth. One way to tackle the

grow.

wealth gap is to “circulate the Black
dollar”, meaning Black communities

Further, 11% of US adults, known as

intentionally supporting Black

“credit invisibles,” do not have enough

businesses. One way to do this is

credit history to produce a credit

through Kiva financing.

score, while others have limited credit
records (known as “unscorables”).

In southern Arizona, Growth Partners

Credit invisibility and unscorable

Arizona, in partnership with

credit affects Black business owners

Community Investment Corporation

more than White. About 15% of Black

and with partial funding from the City

business owners are credit invisible

of Tucson, launched the Kiva Tucson

compared to roughly 10% of White,

hub, a community-backed,

and 13% of Black owners are

crowdfunded source of microloans

unscorable compared to about 7% of

($1,000-$15,000). In collaboration with

White owners. In addition, 46% of

Blax Friday, a concerted effort is being

small businesses use personal credit

made to increase awareness in the

cards, failing to separate business and

Black business community so Black

personal expenses and hindering the

business women can access needed

process of building business credit.

capital and build a local lending
community to invest in them.

COMMUNITY-BACKED LOANS
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Kiva is a nonprofit that partners with

Kiva covers administrative costs

local organizations to expand financial

through hub fees and donations.

access to underserved and

While lenders don’t receive interest,

underrepresented communities

they value impact over ﬁnancial

through community-sourced 0%/$0

returns. Since 2011, $30 million has

fee loans of $1,000-$15,000 for up to

been lent to 5,700 U.S. borrowers by

42 months. Kiva is available to

230,000 lenders. Through the Kiva

businesses and nonprofits with earned

Tucson hub, 23 borrowers have

revenue and serves the “credit

obtained $195,000 in loans since

invisible” and “unscorables”, those with

March 2020.

no credit, with low credit scores, and
without collateral or bank-ready

As the first rung on the capital access

financial statements.

ladder, Kiva loans allow businesses to
build credit and successfully repay

Kiva’s average loan amount is just over

loans, which helps them move up the

$5,000. Of Kiva’s US borrowers, 58%

capital access ladder and eventually

have a credit score below 650, 71% are

become traditional bank borrowers.

BIPOC, and 68% are women. In

The Kiva Tucson hub is a community

addition, 60% were previously rejected

capital movement – an alternative way

for a loan. About 80% of Kiva’s

of providing capital access to small

borrowers repay their loans,

businesses, bringing capital sources

demonstrating they can manage debt.

through online community lending, to
underserved small businesses in

The Kiva online platform engages

Tucson. When business owners have

entire communities to support the

access to affordable and flexible

small business ecosystem, including

microloans, they can invest in their

trustees who provide technical

businesses and themselves.

assistance and education for
borrowers and investors through loans
as little as $25. Borrowers are vetted

Lesli Pintor is the Executive Director of

through a business verification and

Growth Partners Arizona, a US

vouching processes, after which they

Treasury certified Community

fundraise part of their approved loan

Development Financial Institution that

through family, friends, and clients
who support their business.

provides accessible, fair, and

After borrowers successfully complete

nonprofits and underserved small

responsible loans. Supporting Arizona
businesses.

the character-based processes, they
promote their online profile to Kiva’s
nearly 2 million community lenders.
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Opportunity and Hope:
A Reflection on Black
Business in Arizona
Phylicia Bediako, Ph.D
The potential and opportunity for

heart-centered businesses. From

success as a Black entrepreneur in

Hustle PHX to We Rise to Kiva, it’s

Arizona is evident, even to a

exciting to see such a powerful push

newcomer. I’ve been endlessly

to support those who create their own

inspired by the BIPOC entrepreneurs

paths and empower others to find

and business owners working tirelessly

more meaningful, wealth-generating

to make their visions reality. In this

opportunities. We have both the

state, I’ve found an optimistic

foundation and an opportunity to

atmosphere and a wealth of resources

grow the number of impactful and

to support entrepreneurs at all stages

sustainable Black businesses

and phases of their journeys. You can

statewide. Together, we can build

spot the seeds of a collaborative spirit

businesses that disrupt the cycles of

in local peers and mentors who are

trauma, abuse, and disinvestment that

abundance-minded and transparent

have plagued our families and

about the successes and struggles that

communities for far too long. It's a

come with any journey to economic

beautiful time for Black business in

and career freedom. And you’ll be in

Arizona.

good company if you’re looking for
other purpose-driven entrepreneurs

Dr. Phylicia Bediako is a curriculum

and business owners whose

administrator and Senior Faculty at

enterprises are dedicated to

Arizona Trauma Institute and works as

addressing deeply-rooted social

an independent consultant advancing

justice issues.

trauma-informed diversity, equity, and
inclusion practices.

That two percent of Black business
owners in Arizona is full of visionaries
who create people-first businesses,
healing-centered businesses, and

OPPORTUNITY AND HOPE
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